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NOVUS MY POINT TABLET STAND

Black (silver column) White Vertical Height Clamping Length

910+3099+000 910+3091+000 9.84" 6.25" - 11.75"

FEATURES / BENEFITS

SPECIFICATIONS

CAPABILITIES

Self        
Supporting

YEARS
2

WARRANTY

2 Year 
Warranty

6.25"-11.75" 
Tablets

German 
Engineered

Feel the relief and comfort of 
hands-free viewing by elevating 
your tablet with a Novus MY point. 
This tablet stand is the perfect 
solution for better ergonomics 
and eliminating neck and shoul-
der pain. It’s fully adjustable for a 
customized fit, sturdy and secure 
to prevent slip and tip, and versa-
tile for just about any application. 

FULLY ADJUSTABLE
Easily raise or lower a tablet's 
viewing height to suit your needs. 
Still not perfect? Tilt your device 
up or down, or turn it from side 
to side until it's just right. When 
your viewing needs change quick-
ly so can your tablet orientation. 
The  spring loaded cradle allows 
you to easily switch from portrait 
to landscape with a single hand. 

SECURE FIT
The MY point holds tablets rang-
ing in size from 6.25" to 11.75" se-
curely. No worries about slipping 
– the tablet is gripped gently with 
soft foam pads against a rubber-
ized back to eliminate movement. 
Column mounted cable organiz-
ers complete the look and provide 
a clean appearance.

VERSATILE
With its sturdy construction and 
small footprint, the MY point is 
great to use just about anywhere. 
It's the perfect companion in 
the kitchen for cooking, on the 
nightstand for reading, or in the 
family room for video chatting or 
streaming movies. The applica-
tions are endless.

Easily mount your tablet in either por-
trait or landscape orientation.

Extremely versatile for every room in the 
home, including the kitchen.

Hands Free Viewing of Tablets
-Improves ergonomics and comfort
-Reduces neck strain and fatigue
-Perfect for reading or video chatting with family

Fully Adjustable for any Angle
    -Portrait or landscape orientation
    -Tilt/turn angle and height adjustable
    -Greater versatility of applications

Easily mount and remove tablet
    -Change rooms or applications quickly
    -One handed operation offers convenience

Provides Secure Fit
-Rubber backing prevents slipping
-Foam lined grips hold tablet securely

Sturdy Metal Base w/Rubber Feet
-Provides support against slipping or tipping
-Clean, modern design
-Small footprint takes up minimal space


